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LetA,={l,..., n} and let S = {B,, . . . , B,} where B,, . . . , B, are subsets of A,, each of size 
m. We say that Se couers all the pairs (i, j), 1 s i C j s n, if for each pair set {i, j} there exists k, 
1 G k s r, such that (i, j] c B,. Let N(m, n) denote the minimum possible cardinality of such a 
system 3. 
In this paper, the vahtes of N(m, n) are determined exactly for all m, n such that m b Jn. It is 
further shown that in this range N(m, n) is a function of the fraction m/n only. Significant 
results for m <$I are also given. 
Let A, = {1,2, . . . , n} and let 3 = {B,, . . . , B,} where &, . . . , B, are subsets of 
A,, each of size m. We say that $59 CO?.XTS all the pairs (i, j) of elements of A,, if for 
each pair-set (i, j} there exists k, 1 c k c r, such that (i, j} c &. 9 is then called an 
(m, n) pair-covering system ((m, n)-p.c.s.). SB is a minimum (m, n)-p.c.s. if there is 
no other (m, n)-p.c.s. with smaller cardinality. The cardinality of a minimum 
(m, njl-p.c.s. is a function of m and n only and we denote it by N(m, n). 
The value of N(3, n) has been determined exactly by M.K. Fort Jr. and G.A. 
Hedlund in [l]. Their results have been further extended to a more general 
function by H. Hanani in [2]. 
In this paper we evaluate the value of N(m, n) for all m a$n and prove t 
following main theorem: 
. (1) Ifa = 
by f(a)- 
hr(m, n) is a nction of a only and we 
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If CY <$, then N(m, n) is not monotonic in (31 and t us, is not a function of CY 
alone. We do, however, show t at monotonicity still exists to some extent even 
for u! < 4 and supply a counterexample to a possible natural ftirther extension of 
this result. 
In Section 2 upper bounds are given for f( cu), (Y 2 4, and in Section 3 these 
bounds are shown to be also lower bounds. In Section 4 the case (X <i is 
discussed. 
e 
i ‘. N(m, n), m/n a$ 
In this section the following theorem will be proved: 
. (a) N(m, n) s 6 for m/n ai. 
(b) N(nz, n)=C5 for m/n a$. 
(c) N(nt, n) ~4 for m/n 2 z. 
(d) N(m, n) 6 3 for m/n 22. 
2~1. (a) N(2,4), N(3,6)~6. 
(b) N(5,9)<5. 
(c) N(3,5)~4. 
(d) N(‘2,3) 2s 3. 
(a) N{2, n) = (2”) for all n. and thus N(2,4) = 6. The sets Bi = (i i + 1 
6), ri+3 (modB)}, i=l,... : 6, cover all the pairs of A6 as cne can easiry 
check (see also Fig. 1) and thus N(3,6) ~6. 
(b) Let B1 = {1,2,3,4,5) and B2 - {5,6,7,8,9}. B3, B4 and B5 still have to 
cover a?1 lthe pairs that have one element in { L&3,4) and the other iu {6.7,&O). 
e solution *which is illustrated in Fig. 2 is: & = (4,6,7,8,9}, B4 = {I, 2,3,6,7) 
5 = (1,2!, 3,8,9}. 
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Fig. 2. 
(4 h=w,3h ~~=w,5h 3 = {2,4,5} and B4 = {3,4., 5). 
(d) rivial. Cl 
N(mO, n,,) 3 AT( km,, kn,) fm all positive integer k. 
Let N(m,, no) = r and let 98 = (Is,, . . . , B,} be an (mo, 
k,,,, into no disjoint sets Cl, . . . , Cn, of size k 
Bj= U Ci, j=l,...,r* 
iGBi 
lit is easy to see that 8j =(B,, . . . , B,) is a (km,, kno)-p.c.s. El 
. N($, n) =S 6 for all even n, n 3 4. 
no)-p.c.s. Let us 
each. Let 
Since N(2k, M) G 6 by Lemmas 2.1(a) and 2.2, our lemma is true for all 
Let n=4kt2, k>l, and let n’=n-6=4(k-1). Let 
C*={l,...,k-1), C,=(k,...,2k-21, 
&=(2&l,..., 3k-3) and Cd=(3k-2.,...,4k--4(=n")}. 
Let 38 =(Bl, . . . , Bb) be such that 
B1=CIUC2U(n-5, n-4, n--l}, 
B2=CZUC&J(n-4, n-3, n-l)7 
3=c~~:C~u(y1-5, w-2, n-l>, 
4=C4UC1U{n- 
~=c,uc_;u(pE-5,13-3,n), 
~=C~Uc~U{n-5, n-2, n). 
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Case 1: i,jSn’. In this case there exist u, v such that i E CL 2nd j E C,, and the 
coristruction Of $3 implies tthat there also exists w s ch that Cu L’ CT, 7 
&se 2 :: i, j > ~1’. In this case (i, j) is always covered, as one can easily check (see 
Lemma 2.1(a)). 
Case 3: iSn’, j>n’. This case follows from the particular assignment of the 
C’s to triples from (n - 5, . . . , n} used in 3’s ccnstruction. Only 24 cases have to 
be checked. 0 
e (a) Since m/n. a $, the problem can be 
reduced to the easier case of N(m, 2m) discussed in Lemma 2.3 by adding extra 
2m - n elements. 
(b) In this case the construction for N(5,9) can be generalized as follows: Let 
B1={I,....m}, Bz={n--m+l ,..., n)-. 
LA 
C,=A,-B2={l ,..., n-m} and C,=A,-B,={m+l,..., n}. 
(Where X -- Y denotes the set {z 1 z E X and z 6 Y).) The pairs that still have to be 
covered are those in C1 x C2. We now set: 
B,=C11J{m+1,...,3m-n}, 
(if yt s Cbrn - ~1, then B3 = Cl U C2 and WC are done), 
B,=(C2-B&J(l,. ..,4m-2n) 
(if 4m --2n 2 n - m, then B4 = fC, - E3) U C1 and tate are done), and 
B,=(Cz-BS)U{4m-2n+l,...,n-m). 
It is easy to see that l&l G m for i = 3,4,5 and that the system {B3, B4, ‘B,} 
covers all the pairs in Cr x C,. 
(c) Take the system {B,, BZ, B3, B4} of be previous case. (Since m/n 2 $ e 
4m - 2 TV 3 n - m, it follows that B4 = (Cz - 3) L! Cl and we are done.) 
(d) Take {B,, &, 3} of the previous case. Vote that B3 = C1 U C2 since n s 
3m-n. Li 
Nh, n) 
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. (e) Immediate, since N( u - 1, n) :> 2 as one can easily verify. 
Assume to the contrary that 9 = {El,, &, &} is an (m, A)-p.~. and m/u < 3. 
The total number of occurrences of eiements of A, mn the Bi’s is &n and thus it is 
3m/n in the average. Since 3m,ln =K 2 there exists an element of A, that belongs to 
no more than one of the Bi’s. This is impossible since at least one pair containing 
this element would not be cove 
(c) Assume that 9 ={Bl, &, , ‘I&} is an (m, n)-p.c.s. and m/n ~2. The aver- 
:ige number of occurrences of an element in the Bj’s iti 4m/n. Since 4m/n (3 
I here exists an element that belongs to exactly two Bi’s, say B 1 and &. Thus 
3,UB2=A, and hence I&n&I<& Let 
C1=B,-(BJIB,) and C2=B2-( 
‘7he pairs that belong to C1 x C2 are not covered by either B1 or &. Thus they 
must be covered by either B3 or Bq. We have 
Ic, u cy= IA, - (B, n B,)I > $2. 
Thus IB,I c IC, U C,l and we may assume w.1.o.g. that Cl - & # 8. Hence Cz c B, 
and IB4-C,(+, (ICll=IC2(>&z). Thus Cl-&+#$I and C,cB,. (B3-C2[<$z 
and thus (B3- C,) U (B4 - C,) & C1, a contradiction. 
(b) Assume that 9I = {B,, &, &, Bq, B5) is an (n-., n)-p.c.s. and m/n <$. The 
average number of occurrences of an element ic the B,‘s is 5 m/n. Since 5 m/n < 3 
there exists an element that belongs to exactly two B, k, say B, and &. Thus 
13, U B2 = A, and hence IB, n&l C&Z. Let C1 = B1 -(B, n B2) and thus C2 = 
Z32 - (B, n B2). The pairs belonging to C1 x C2 are not covered by either B 1 or BZ. 
Thus tky must be covered by either B3 or B4 or &. We have 
IC, u C,l = IA, -(B, n B&I >$h. 
The average number of occurrences of an element of C1 U C2 in B3, B4 and B5 
is less than (3 l &z)/($z)< 2. Hence there exists an element of C, U C2 that 
belongs to exactly one of the sets &, Bq, Bg. Without loss of generality, assume 
that this element belongs to C1 17 B3. Hence C, 5 E$ and thus (B, n C,l <$n, and 
all the pairs of (C, - B3) X C2 should be covered by B4 or Bs. Now, 
(C2(>$n and ICI-- (since I& n C,l c: $2). 
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61. 
When m/n < $ monotonicity of N(rn, n) as a function of pll/n does not exist 
anymore. For insta,nce, it will be shown later that N(3,7) = 7 and N(4,9) = 8 while 
f<$. 
The following theorem shows that a weaker form of monotonicity still holds. 
For all mo, no and E > 0 there exists MI = M(E, mo) such thCrkt for all 
n>M and m: 
m -- >m,l+E implies N(nz, n) S N(mo, no). 
n n0 





From (*) we get mnO - nnjo 2 nno&. But n& > 2mo, hence mno - run0 * 2mono, or 
(m - rn,)/l( n + no) a ma/no. 
There exist integers s, t, p and q such that 
it?l=pl?2o+S, OsS<mo, 
n =qn,-t, OSt<n,. 
By the previous claim: 
PYMO=m-s_p-mo_&mo - - 
wo n+t rt+no n, 
and thus p a q. 
N(m., njSN(m -s, 
The last inequality 
n) s N(m - S, n $- O = Npmo, qnCo) s N(qm,, qno) s N(m,, no). 
f0llows frOm Lemma 2.2. Tzf 
On the other hand t e folkwing stronger stater tent is not true: 
241 integers m,, no il<m,~n,) t ere exists .&I = M(m,, no) such thar for all 
n and WI :
rn _&!!!? 
n %I 
implies N(m, n) s NQmo, no). 
The following theorem disproves this statement. 
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. (a) N(3.7)s7 since Se-( ={i,i+l(moC7),i+3(mod7)}~i=l,...,7) 
is a (3,7)-p.c.s. as one can easily verify. By the Lower Rounds Thleorem, part (a) 
we have N(3,7) = 7. 
(b) Assume to the contrary that 48 = {B,, . . . , B,} is \_3k + 1,7k + 2)-p.c.s. me 
average number of occurrences of an element in the 
wm=3+ 1 
7k+2 7k+2’ 
Since no element can belong to less than three of the Bi’s, each element belongs 
to exactly three of them, except one, say eo, that belongs to four of them. Assume 
that B, does not contain eo. 
In the rest of the proof we will show that 
not covered by &. 
6 cannot cover all the pairs 
Let PI(&) denote the se2 of all pairs containing exactly one (zero) element($ 
of B,. 
Let Gi= inB,, Ci=Bi-Gi for i=l,..., 6. :Each of the Bi’S covers 1 Gi 1 . ICi 1 
pairs of PI. Since IPI1 = (3k + 1)(4k + l), the difference 
cu = i IGil * \Gil-(3k+ 1)(4k+l) 
i=l 
(4. I!) 
must be non-negative. 
Assume that eoE B1,. . . , B4. Consider the set of pairs 
W$ = Neo, d I e E &I, WlkJ fz Cl- 
Although tllis set contains exactly 3k + 1 pairs, its pairs are ccvered I$ 1 ICi I 
times. Thus the difference 
a! -_ 
[ 
i IGiI-(3k + l)] 
i=l 
should be non-negative rather than cy itself. 
(4.2) 
. Each1 element of 7 participates in exactly 
number of occurrences of elements of 
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Moreover, if ;C6 I= IC,( + 1, then (4.3) holds. Hence in 
\C@Ic,1+2. 
any other case 
(4.4) 
Let cl,,..., C; be any system of six sets satisfying Lemma 4.2.1. Then one can 
transform it into another system of six sets C1, . . . , (7, that satisfy (4.3), using 
only successive transformations of an element from a biggest set to a smallest one. 
The following claim shows that as long as (4.4) holds, each such transformation 
increases the corresponding expression (4.2). Since (4.2) is zero when the Ci’S 
satisfy (4.3), Lemma 4.2.2 will be proved as soon as the following claim is proved. 
Claim. Let c,, . . . , c6, k be non-negative integers satisfying (1) cl < l l l S c6 




< Cc, + 1 j(3k - c,) -t- (c,- 1)(3k +2-c,)+ jl ci(36+ l-ci) 
;=2 




Proof. Subtracting identical terms, (4.5) reduces to 
c,:?k+l-c,)-(c,+1)(3k-c,)+c6(3k+1-c,) 
- (C6 - 1)(3k+2-c,)+l<O. 
Further expansion of (4.6) reduces it to 
2(c, -c,)+3<0 
which is true since c6 2 cl + 2. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.2(b) we show that even in the-case (4.3) it 
is impossible to cover all the pairs of P, U PO. 
LRtS=A,-(B7U{e,})andletDi=BinSfori=~,...,6.By(4.3)wehave: 
l$l=4k; (Di\=2k for i = 1,. . + T 6. (4.7) 
Since u!= 1 Ci = & (otherwise not all the pairs of {eo’ x B7 are covered) and since 
IC,\ =L k + 1, there exist 1 s i. $ j. s 4 such that C, n C5 # $9 and CjO n C, # $9. Each 
element of C&I C5 does not belong iu any other C, and thus 
,,) form a (2k, 4k)-p.c.:;. for 
is completes the 
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